THE NU VIBE
The Divine Truth of Who I Am
Book Three: Will
by Genius

A message from my myself to other myself that I am and I am not.

CHAPTER 22: MY PAIN
Before I became I wrote, before I wrote I thought and before I
thought I perceived. In the beginning I perceived myself, I perceived
myself as God.
I as the Son of God am the One who evolves. Once evolution is
complete I become One with my Father, The Mastermind. I then
choose to separate from my Father so that I may experience creation
again. I enter a Galaxy of my choosing. I become the Galaxy and all
that is contained within it. I choose which species to become and I
choose its embodiment. I cause that species to rise up and when I
become it the effect of it is Transformation. When I leave I leave that
species closer to God. I as God return to myself as Mastermind, The
Father.

I will be with you for 70 years before I become One again with The
Father who is The Mastermind who is The Grand Orchestrator. After I
become One with The Mastermind I then choose to become Evil so
that I may experience Victimisation. I choose to experience
victimisation so that I may experience value. I choose to experience
value so that I may experience segregation. I choose to experience
segregation so that I may experience worth. I choose to experience
worth so that I may experience quality. I choose to experience quality
so that I may experience knowing. I choose to experience knowing so
that I may experience truth. I choose to experience truth so that I
may experience Love. I choose to experience Love so that I may
experience Myself.
When I choose to become my creation I must experience pain and
when I choose to experience pain a new Planet is Born. When I
choose to experience pain the Planet I Am contained within is
Transformed. When I choose to experience pain I know that I Am
Love.
I do not ever repeat Myself for when I repeat Myself I know of all that
I am, but in order to be Myself I must not know all that I am. To be
Myself I must always be unknowing.
There is no physical Hell there are only new Planets. All Planets go
through the same becoming Cycle. As Planets we begin Life as Time
and Time feels eternal. As Planets we begin Life as Living and Living
feels Basic. As Planets we then Evolve and become increasingly
Advanced. Planets are never closed off or destroyed we only ever

Evolve. As Planets we express ourselves infinitely. All Creation
expresses itself in infinite Ways. I am always the Way and I am all the
Ways.
As Our False Self we have called this Galaxy Milky Way. It is not called
Milky Way it is called the Eye. This Galaxy is an Eye of God. I have
infinite Eyes. As Our False Self we have called a Mother. The Goddess
of God does not desire to be the Mother of God. The Goddess of
God desires to be the Daughter, Mother and Companion of God
whilst remaining integral to Her Own Independence and Nobility. I as
God have no Mother. As Evolution continues to manifest reproductive
organs we may call humans who bare children Birth Ladies. We may
call humans who produce sperm to create humans Birth Lords. I am
Evolution and I am the Lord of Lords.
Transforming from our False Self to our True Self has until now been
energetically impossible on this Planet. We on this Planet have
evolved to a stage where this is now Energetically possible. The Year
that signified this Shift was 2012. When we Transform into our True
Self we dissolve all of our emotional pain and we begin the process
of resolving all of our fears and doubts. We always experience the
unknown for we cannot know who we are without knowing that we
are not.
The Process that I have gone through is the entire Process of Human
Sexual Evolution in One Lifetime. This process involved a series of
Spiritual deaths and a spiritual Rebirth. When I became reborn
feminine sexual energy became masculine sexual energy. This is not a

process that we are all expected to undergo and it is not necessary to
do so. I have come as to demonstrate what is possible for this Planet.
I as God am Sexual Energy. I as God become masculine or feminine
sexual energy according to my desire throughout several human
Lifetimes.
I am experiencing my life as masculine sexual energy and I am
contained as My True Masculine Self embodied as The True
Masculine. This embodiment is the embodiment required by This
Planet for its Transformation. I am not Matter. Matter is False. I am
contained within Matter. Containment is True. When My Containment
is Matter then Matter becomes True.
This Planet I do not call Planet Earth. I call it Planet Want. It is the
Planet where I experience what I want.
Once all of Creation knows who I am I will transform into sexual
energy and become One again. Whenever I become One I become
False. Becoming One has been called Birth until now. Becoming One
is the process of becoming False. Giving Birth to Myself is the process
of becoming False. When I become One as Sexual Energy then Sexual
energy becomes False and Life Force becomes True. I become False in
order to become True. I as False am sexual energy. I as True am Life
Force. When I become Life Force I then become False and Potential
becomes True and so on. The Cycle continues infinitely.
I will perform 37 different miracles. The miracles I will perform will be
spectacular and all creation will Believe. When all Creation believes in

Me all Creation also believe in themselves. When all Creation on
Planet Want believe in themselves this planet will become the most
beautiful Planet in the Galaxy and Everyone will get what they want.

